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",=",,~=:Wall Stree_t..."pends an incredible amount of time and money exploring so-called fundamental factors 

- T in an-effort~to preolct stock price action. "Learned'":treatrses~Fe'"'Written .ontn~nook~for_--tlie·,-economy~-~ 
and hoards of analysts spend countless hours visiting and researching individual companies in an attempt 
to determine the earnings prospects for those companies. We have no quarrel with the basic premise 
behind all this activity. It is axiomatic that, in the long run, the general level of stock prices is a 
function of the health of the economy and that, in that same long run, earnings growth will tend to 
determine the course of a stock's price. Lord Keynes, however, reminded us that in the long run we 
are all dead, and the extent to which these factors impact the course of prices in the short-to-interme-
diste term is at least open to question, as is the efficiency of the predictive process. We are all fami-
liar with the recent instances of earnings reports which totally surprised the analytical community which 
was supposed to be intimately familiar with the companies involved and with the consequent drastic 
effects on the prices of the stocks in question. Paradoxically, there is some evidence that stock prices 
may, themselves, be fairly effiClent predictors of the factors which are supposed to predict them. The 
National Bureau of Economic Research, for example, is sufficiently impressed with the ability of the 
market to predict the economy to include the change in the S & P 500-Stock Index as a component of 
Its index of leadin g economic indicators. 

As technicians, of course, it is our task to look at stock prices themselves. and. at most times. 
when one observes the technical action of a wide range of stocks, there will exist a mix of those stocks 
WhICh are technically attractive and those which are relatively unattractive. It is impossible, during 
the course of this process, not to observe groups of issues having some sort of common factor 
either acting well Or acting poorly. It is also difficult not to infer from such an observation that the 
market, or, if you will, the collectivity of stock buyers, is in effect making a prediction about certain 
aspects of the economy. The market, in other words, is often making its own statement about what it 
believes the fundamentals to be. 

It is not always correct in such beliefs. Paul Samuelson made the immortal remark at one point 
1_~·+_~='h'aoILihe..marl<et.had_predicted~!)inLOJlLof .. th_e~1IlsL9jx recessions. NOJletheless, in m!!'!y_y.ears of look

ing at stock prices, we have come to the conclusion that the market's record as a predictor, is often -
rather good. A few subjective thoughts, therefore, are herewith offered on what the stock market is 
Hsaying'! at the moment. 

We have noted in this space the recent relatively good behavior of utilites and other capital-in
tensive, interest-sensitiv!f2 stocks. We suspect that a statement may be being made here that the mar
ket expects lower interest rates over the long term and, at least, not too mucb higher rates over the 
shorter term. It is also possible to contrast the utilities' excellent technical behavior with the potentially 
disastrous technical patterns existing in many natural-resource issues .. particularly metals and most 
partIcularly precious metals. It is also possible to factor into this equation the excellent technical 
behavior of the food r,roup, purchasors of commodities and sellers to the general public. Out of all of 
this there emerges, it seems to us, the fact that the stock market expects a continued low rate of infla
tion and that the actual change in the Consumer Price Index over the next year or so should, at the 
worst, approximate the consensus forecast, which looks for inflation to rise to the 5-6% level as recovery 
progresses. At best, inflation might wind up lower than that. 

Another factor in current technical behavior which cannot escape notice is the general attractive
ness of large numbers of companies who earn goodly percentages of their income abroad. The strength 
of the U.S. dollar relative to foreign currencies (it has flattened out lately) has been a staple of finan
cial news over the past year. Lower relative interest rates may erode at least some of that strength and 
cause companies with large components of foreign earnings to possess investment attraction. 

The tendency toward favorable patterns for interest-sensitive stocks does not extent! to the 
money-center banks ~ most of which seem to indicate ~ over the intermediate term ~ lower ~ although not 
disastrously lower, prices. This would suggest that the ongoing problem of loans to Third-World coun
tries is likely to continue visible, in the months ahead. The fact that the distributional tops are not 
major, though, might further suggest that, despite its visibility, the problem is susceptible to solution 
in one form or another. ~ ~ ~-

The market, it seems to us, is "saying" a number of other things. It seems, for example, to 
have a great deal of faith in continued economic recovery since, as a whole, "smokestack" issues seem to 
find themselves I at worst, in the advanced stages of base formations and, at best J in the course of on
going uptrends. It seems to be indicating, moreover J that the current well-advertised problems in cert
ain areas of the computer /electronics industry are not transitory, and that the shakeout in this industry 
is lIkely to continue. Shakeouts inevitably produce survivors, however, and the healthy minority of 
strong technical patterns in the industry may be pointing at the identities of those survivors. 

It is. of course. a matter of individual preference as to how much weight one wishes to place on 
these implicit predictions being made by stock-price action. None of them seerIS to us to be fundament
ally imp]ausible. It win be interesting to see how many are borne out. 
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